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We are saddened to hear of the passing of June
Pelot, a much loved member of EOPDS. Her
funeral mass will take place Saturday, July 5th at St.
Joseph's Church 174 Wilbrod Street, Ottawa ON at
10 a.m. Visitation will precede the ceremony at
9:00 a.m. and a reception will follow.

President’s Message:
Hello EOPDS members and hello summer. Here
we go the season we've all been waiting for and I
for one don't intend on wasting one minute. There
is always work to do but I try and get a horse or two
driven every day. We had a great time at the Nicole
Cable clinic, hosted by Mian Farm. I have heard
nothing but praise from the participants so if you
didn't get out to audit or take a lesson, try next time,
it's so worth it no matter your skill level. Check out
the calendar of events so you don't miss anything.
I hope to see you all at the social drives this year.
Have a great summer.
Cheers!
– Terry Olmstead

A Thank-you
At the recent AGM of EOPDS, Sally Jorgensen
announced her impending retirement from the board
of directors, following over ten years of valuable
contributions to the club.
Sally was a faithful promoter of social driving in
our club. Social driving has always been one of the
most popular club activities among our members.
Sally was adept in arranging great venues and
hospitality.
Although recreational driving was her strongest
interest, Sally attended many professional driving
clinics, where she learned new driving skills, or
sometimes worked on developing the performance
of her horses.
Sally was an effective manager, bringing her
business expertise to the board of directors, which
helped enormously in the evaluation of insurance
policies, and in preparing applications to the
Ontario Equestrian Federation for annual grants.
Just recently she chaired a successful seminar on
directing the future of the club. We owe her a depth
of gratitude for her unfailing support of EOPDS.

Please note our President, Terry Olmstead
has a new email address:
EOPDSdrive@yahoo.com
which should be used for all EOPDS business.
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Joe Nuth 1932 – 2014
by Barry Beach
EOPDS lost a long time member and a former
Director with the passing of Joe Nuth of Fiddlers
Green Stables on Apr 9, 2014 at 81 years of age.
Joe was a husband, a father, a high school teacher, a
businessman, and a lover of horses. In particular, he
had a passion for driving horses in the sport of
Pleasure Driving but also in Combined Driving.
His childhood memories of watching the milkman
deliver milk house to house was refreshed when in
the mid-70’s Joe made a number of acquaintances
who enjoyed driving their horses/ponies to an old
buggy for their own and social enjoyment. Now,
some of us are happy to just drive our horses down
a quiet country road. But Joe had a more
competitive spirit and wanted to drive correctly.
Over the years he read countless books, articles,
publications, rule books, etc. He, with his wife
Pam, enjoyed visiting large driving shows including
the Royal Winsor Show at Windsor Castle in
England on several occasions. Through his endless
reading on driving and careful observations at the
large shows, Joe became very knowledgeable in
every aspect of driving. His knowledge of carriages
appointments, turnout, correctness, and driving
methods was amazing. This knowledge, plus the
fact that he was determined and fearless and had
been blessed with a great touch and feel in his
hands for the reins enabled him to compete
successfully in many shows. He won the first
combined Driving show in Quebec in the 1980’s.
He did very well at many driving shows including
the Canadian Carriage Classic in Mono Mills in
1992, 1993, and 1996; the Royal Winter Fair in
1989 and 1992, in the Welsh driving classes driving
his wonderful Welsh cob Math. Joe drove single,
pair, and even experimented with tandem driving.
Joe’s passion for driving extended beyond his own
participation in the sport. He loved to share his
knowledge and would encourage others to take up
the sport. Fiddlers Green, a stable started by Joe
and Pam forty years ago, is well known for its
Hunters and Jumpers. But, it was also an excellent
location for carriage driving. Over the years Joe
built up to nine Cross Country obstacles that were
linked by 3 or 4 km of groomed trails. He built a
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driving Dressage Ring and a grass ring for Cone
Competitions. Joe, with the help of his wife Pam
and past EOPDS President Margaret Monnelly, ran
the Ottawa Valley Pleasure Driving Show at
Fiddlers Green for 13 years, starting in 1992. This
was the only Pleasure Driving Show in Eastern
Ontario. Joe also organized a number of Carriage
driving clinics for EOPDS at Fiddlers Green. These
Clinics provided the only opportunity for local
drivers to learn from professional drivers from other
parts of the country. EOPDS members enjoyed a
number of social drives at Fiddlers that were
followed by wonderful pot-luck dinners. The
driving world here in Eastern Ontario is indebted to
Joe Nuth. His passion and love of driving, together
with his vast knowledge of the sport and his
willingness to share both that knowledge and the
facilities encouraged many people not only to take
up the sport but also to work on improving their
skills and to drive correctly. The Directors and
Members of EOPDS offer their condolences to Pam
and the Nuth family. We are going to miss him.

CAA
by Mary Mulligan
There are three letters that should be easily
recognized by the drivers in our club. They are
CAA. No, not the Canadian Automobile
Association, but rather the Carriage Association of
America. It is the oldest and largest organization
dedicated to the preservation, restoration and use of
horse-drawn carriages and sleighs.
EOPDS is a chapter member of CAA. I would
invite you to check out their website at “Carriage
Association of America.com” and learn more about
them. Many of our own EOPDS members are
individual members of this club as well. I
encourage those of you who have not done so to
join and enjoy all that they have to offer. Some
examples of these are the great group trips they
provide, their outstanding monthly magazine, a blog
called Constant Chatter, advertising opportunities
and book & video rentals. I could go on.
The President of CAA is Dr. Tom Burgess and we
are honoured that he and his wife Gloria have
accepted our invitation to attend our Sporting Day
of Driving in September. They are looking
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forward to meeting many of our members at that
time. Hopefully, they will leave with a good
impression of their Canadian partners!

Eastern Ontario Pleasure Driving
Society AGM
by Regina Loubier
The Annual General Meeting of Eastern Ontario
Pleasure Driving Society took place on May 10,
2014 at Fairstead Stables just south of Kemptville,
ON hosted by EOPDS President Terry Olmstead
and her husband Randy Olmstead. Approximately
25 people attended.
Before the meeting, there was a demonstration of
Parelli Natural Horsemanship (PNH) by Jim and
Linda Herron of Kemptville. Mr. Herron explained
that PNH is a behaviour based training done from
the ground, teaching a means of communication
with the horse using their language and is based on
treating the horse with dignity and respect which
makes the horse naturally calmer and more willing
to learn. He stated that the principles of Natural
Horsemanship are gradually being accepted by all
disciplines and equestrians such as Ian Millar. The
trainer and horse go through a series of training
steps called the Seven Games which Mr. Herron
and his horse demonstrated. To demonstrate the
fifth game called the Circling Game, Mr. Herron
asked his horse to circle around him while he stood
still in the centre of the circle. He explained it was
the horse's responsibility to continue to circle
without being reminded and maintain his gait and
direction. This was done at liberty and with subtle
cues he asked the horse to change direction. At
another point during the demonstration, while
describing his horse's playfulness, it picked up the
handle of the "carrot stick" a whip with a very long
lash and snapped it several times in the direction of
the spectators and had us all scrambling backward.
The lead line and at liberty demonstration was very
interesting to watch especially the interaction
between Mr. Herron and his horse.

During the meeting, it was reported that most of our
social drives were cancelled (as you probably
remember very well) in 2013 because of rain. Drier
weather is hoped for this summer as social drives
are being planned for the Kemptville area at
Ferguson and Limerick Forests, in the Ottawa area
at the Manotick Polo Club and Larose Forest, and at
Crysler Park in conjunction with the Upper Canada
Village event "Riding in Style".
The 2014 Nicole Cable clinic at the time of this
newsletter's publication will have been already
taken place on June 7 and 8 at Mian Farm,
Manotick, ON, hosted by Mary and Ian Mulligan.
Nicole was invited up again as she was very popular
last year with all drivers - beginners and those more
advanced. She is a relaxed, encouraging and
knowledgeable clinician specializing in pleasure
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driving, has won many awards and is an American
Driving Society and United States Equestrian
Federation judge. The private and semi-private one
hour slots filled up quickly.
For the first time, EOPDS (thanks to Mary and Ian
Mulligan who are organizing this) will be holding a
Driving Skills Day on September 13, at Mian Farm.
After hitching their horses, participants will
undergo a safety check. There will be 10 stations
which can be driven in any order. These will
include among others, driving through a water
hazard, over a tarp, around a wishing well, over a
bridge, along a 5 km trail and performing a very
simple dressage pattern which will be provided in
advance. There will be a report card where
performance at each station will be given a mark
out of 10 by a volunteer. The report card total mark
is just for the participant's information as the focus
is having fun with our horses.
EOPDS is a chapter of the Carriage Association of
America (CAA) and we will be welcoming its
president, Dr. Thomas Burgess and his wife Gloria
Burgess who will be visiting the same day.
Other general business was attended to. Sally
Jorgenson has stepped down as director. EOPDS
would like to thank her for her time and hard work
over the years for the club. Bill Gardiner has
agreed to come on board as director and we
welcome him. The rest of the board remains the
same.
After the meeting, a delicious potluck supper was
set out.
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The Paddock Gate
by Amber Walpole
What does a cabinetmaker do when he needs a
winter project? In this case, my husband Chuck
Lalonde decided to design and build a new paddock
gate. The previous fall we had replaced the old
wood fence with new cedar posts and hemlock rails
all freshly painted white. We used a standard steel
gate for access into the pastures but wanted
something different for the more visible gate at the
top of our lane across from the house.
Our new pine gate is 16 ft wide x 7.5 ft at the
highest side. The long curved rail is made from 2
pieces jointed together, then marked and cut to
shape using a paper template. All the pieces were
assembled together with glue, screws and
appropriate joinery cabinetmakers know about.
Custom hinge brackets were supplied by a local
metal fabricator and the horseshoe gate-closer was
made by our blacksmith. We’re quite pleased with
the result and happily the horses are not chewing on
it - yet!
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Designing Cones Obstacle Courses
by Margaret Monnelly
The purpose of this article is to explain the story
behind the design of a Timed Obstacles Course.
Cones Obstacle competitions are currently a very
important component of any Pleasure Driving show
or a Combined Driving Event. Traditionally at
Fairs or small club events, the only classes offered
were Pleasure Driving Turnout, Reinsmanship and
Working Horse. Common to all three classes was
the performance in a grass ring of varying
dimensions, depending on the location of the show.
Enter the era of Comes Obstacle classes. These
classes first made their appearance in the Combined
Driving events, soon to be followed in Equine
Canada and ADS sanctioned Pleasure driving
shows. In the Cones Obstacle classes a series of
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numbered obstacles are placed in a dressage sized
arena.
Types of Cones Courses
There are 7 different types of obstacles, some based
on speed, such as Timed Obstacles, others
emphasising precision, example being Progressive
Obstacles. Drivers compete individually. Their
merit points are easily calculated on the number of
obstacles that are driven without knocking down the
tennis ball which is placed on each cone. The
Championship results of any show is often greatly
enhanced or altered by the results in the cones
classes, particularly in Combined Driving Events.
Cones courses are fun to drive and are spectator
friendly.
Considerations:
During the weeks preceding a show the designer
will draw the courses on paper. Often the show is
being held in a distant venue. Several
considerations have to be taken in to account before
designing a course. Included are the Competition
Divisions, the level of driving experience among
the expected drivers, suitable space availability, and
the number of volunteers, the show schedule, and
the number of days allowed for the show. Ideally
two judges and a Technical Delegate are needed to
officiate at a two day Pleasure Driving Show.
Construction and Equipment
Included as equipment are dressage letters, a 60
metre measuring tape, an engineer’s measuring
wheel and specially manufactured telescopic cones
measuring sticks, which are easy to carry and to
use. An abundance of bright orange coloured, fade
resistant sport cones and bright yellow weighted
marker balls are necessary for placement on top of
each cone.
A set of easy to use clearly printed paired numbers
from one to twenty as well as Start/Finish signs are
necessary. Numbering systems for cones obstacles
can be labour intensive to use. Numbered sleeves
on the cones or free standing number signs allow
faster set up and will save space in the arena.
As the number of shows decline and also the
number of available volunteers, time efficiency is
critical in course design. Obstacles should be easily
constructed of readily moveable elements. Due to
the wide variety of carriages used in pleasure
driving shows, time based obstacles should be set at
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a common clearance of 80 inches to accommodate
wide variations in wheel track measurements. The
number of obstacles should be kept to ten,
augmented by one or two multiple obstacles such as
a Zig-Zag.
In pleasure driving shows, when the entries are
large and many drivers are very experienced, the
measurements will follow the Rule Book
suggestions. Numbers should be easy to place and
highly visible to the competitor and to the judge.
Each obstacle in a prescribed course must be
numbered consecutively, marked red on the right
and white on the left. Familiarity with the pleasure
driving rule book is a must.
Obstacles based on precision driving require
specific measurements for each carriage wheel
track, requiring a change of cones measurement for
each competitor. This type of obstacle course
requires more performance time, and more
volunteers.
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careful attention to spacing and measurement, all of
the elements mentioned can be used to design a
driveable cones course. Safety is an issue in cones
course design so the obstacles have to be set
sufficiently apart that drivers can make safe turns.
Finally the course is ready for testing. There can be
ten obstacles, including a 25 to 30 Metre Circle, a
Zig-Zag and a Deviation. As a tactile person I
always like to drive my courses before sending
them to the show organizer. Inevitably one finds
details that need alteration. Following a short
review, a more challenging course may emerge
from the original plan. In my area I have had the
good fortune to be able to use a Driving Dressage
arena for my field tests.

Photos Courtesy Patrick Monnelly & Ian Mulligan

Nicole Cable Clinic
by Phyllis Begg
Design
Once the show information is assembled then, the
design can begin. Good cones course design can be
based on the elements of dressage tests. Without
the basics of driven dressage in place, it will be
difficult to drive obstacles correctly in competition.
The ability to be smooth and accurate is in the
dressage driving, has a direct bearing on the results
of the cones competition. In the driver’s mind’s eye,
one should be able to see the next pair of cones in a
circle or in a route that would be taken in a dressage
test.
Ideally, the event has an arena that is 80 metres long
and 40 metres wide. The course can be built
around the basic components of the obstacles, a
circle, deviation, a Serpentine or a Zig-Zag with

I participated in the Nicole Cable clinic June 7 with
my pony, Robbie Burns. I was a little nervous since
it was the ponies first off farm drive this year.
However, in his usual fashion, Robbie took it all in
stride.
I was impressed by Nicole's ability to tailor each
lesson to the skill level and interest of each
participant and their horses/ponies. Since I am
mainly a backyard horse person, who enjoys social
drives and could possibly see some small shows in
the future, Nicole focussed on those aspects of my
driving. She showed me a different way to hold my
reins which made it easier to shorten them while
driving. We worked on changing gaits. My circles,
in the past, always looked like an egg. Nicole
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taught me how to break down the dressage ring, and
use markers to direct my circle. By the time I was
finished, my circles were actually circles and my
straight lines, straight lines. . I had Robbie doing
not only a good walk, but all three of his trots. The
new way of holding the reins was very comfortable
and I was able to use a very soft voice to give him
his cues. She also showed me how to hold the
whip, (and my apologies to Nicole for accidently
tapping her with the whip while I got it in the right
position). The weather co-operated and it was a
great day.
I have belonged to EOPDS for a number of years
now and this was the fifth clinic I have attended.
Each clinic enables you to grow in skill, and
invariably you learn so much. I would encourage
each and every member to come out to the clinics.
We are fortunate to have access to the skills each
clinician brings. These clinics help not only the
experienced drivers, but offer so much to new
drivers. I am certainly going to be signing up for
next spring's clinic, and hope many of the EOPDS
membership will sign up as well. (See pictures on
the Picture Pages)

Getting Ready for the First Drive of
the Season
by Regina Loubier
Like many activities, it's always the prep work that
takes the longest. Getting ready for the first drive
involved a lot of things. First of all, my harness
was mouldy and needed a good cleaning. I wasn't
sure how to clean the mould off and googled "how
to clean mouldy harness". I learned that you need
to specify equine or horse harness or Google
suggests websites where harnesses are used for
activities that never occurred to me.
After reading many relevant suggestions, I finally
decided upon using rubbing alcohol to clean off the
mould; Murphy’s Oil Soap and water to sponge the
harness bits down; they were dried and finally
wiped down with Leather Honey and given final
wipe. Harness put back together (made notes of
how some of them should go back together) and
thinking to myself that this is useful for the CAA
Level 1 proficiency test I may take next year.
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My horse, Obie, since leaving the trainer's farm (of
course) was becoming difficult with bridling. He
turns into a giraffe. I wanted to work on that
before the first drive as well. I found a simple
method of teaching him to keep his head lowered
while bridling on Pat Wolfe's website using binder
twine. This has been very helpful.
I also tried to make the bridle more comfortable by
adding a rubber curb guard (tip from Jeff Morse ADS: Harness, Bits and More (an archived webinar
on the ADS website) to the underside of the
noseband as I noticed that he was sensitive under
the jaw when doing up the noseband. I was also
concerned that the browband was too tight and
removed the rosette and moved the cheek piece into
the slot of the throat lash (tip from Sports Driving
by Amanda Saville).
His teeth had been checked and he's had
chiropractor treatments as well. I did not tell the
equine chiropractor any of his issues before his first
treatment and interestingly enough he needed an
adjustment at his poll.
Another EOPDS member, Wendy Huckabone lives
close by. She has been very supportive and
encouraging. (Many thanks!) A couple of weeks
before the clinic, she was driving by with her
beautiful mare Mist, and saw me in the field
spreading grass seed over bare spots and invited me
for a drive. Two seconds later with driving gloves
and helmet on, I was driving her Fun Bug down our
road. Leaving my driveway I noticed that looking
for traffic on our road was somewhat impeded by
bushes in the ditch. Those had to be removed.
Driving her horse made me realize, I still had some
poor driving habits, i.e. sitting too far forward with
my arms extended out and letting the reins slip
through my fingers requiring constant shortening.
Something to work on.
And of course, as it happened I was not able to
drive Obie at home before the clinic. Feeling
frustrated and thinking about backing out of the
clinic, I called Terry Olmstead. She encouraged us
to go anyways, even if the lesson would consist
mostly of long lining.
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The Ferguson Forest Social Drive
by Phyllis Begg

So we went and it turned out to be a much better
experience than I thought it would be. Nicole
advised me on my long lining technique - namely
reins to go through the traces and good contact with
the bit. She made some adjustments to the bridle
and went through the hitching process with both me
and my husband. We hitched Obie up to the cart,
had him walk and trot some circles. Considering he
had not been off our property for a year and that his
first drive of the year was not on home turf, he was
a good boy. Participating in Nicole's clinics are
always positive experiences and this was a good
start to the driving season for us.

The first EOPDS social drive took place June 22 at
Ferguson Forest Centre. Because of a conflict with
other equine activities, we only had a small number
of horses. We had two hitches: Mary Hume
brought her mini, Tinker, and Nadja Davidson
(along with her groom Hannah) had her pony,
Princess. Two of our members Linda Whitney and
her friend Carolyn Bredin-Pietsch opted to ride their
horses. A number of members came for the social
afterwards. In attendance, we had Wendy
Huckabone, who served as official photographer for
the event (and thank you Wendy for taking the
garbage home); Barry and Sandy Beach; Mickie
Moir and Pat Wakefield. Mickie and Pat spent the
earlier part of the day doing obstacles at Maxville,
dropped the horses off at home and came out to join
the rest of us. Along with me, that made 11
members in attendance.
The day was perfect, the pizza very good and it was
really pleasant catching up with other EOPDS
members. (See pictures on the Picture Pages)

A Tribute to Justice Lieut Colonel
by Ken Pedlar of Justice Morgans

Listen carefully, Obie!

I am writing to share the sad news that our
wonderful Morgan Gelding Justice Lieut Colonel
died in early November, as the result of a sudden
bout of colic. He was 17 years old. He was an
outstanding show horse who won 12 Pewter Plates
(3 last year) in 7 trips to Walnut Hill Driving
Competition, along with 4 Reserve High Point
Championships. He was also 5 times Ontario
Morgan Horse Classic High Point Carriage Driving
Champion (retiring the trophy) and High Point
Carriage Driving Champion at the Gaits at Caledon
Show, along with many excellent placings
throughout his brief career.
We will not be showing this year, as we do not have
a suitable horse ready, but plan to continue to do so
in the future.
None of our other Morgans, all of whom are nice
horses and well suited to other disciplines, are well
suited to the very specialized demands of Carriage
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Driving competitions. It requires a unique blend of
skill, speed, athleticism, boldness, manners, style
and temperament that few horses possess to
compete at a high level. We have won at Walnut
Hill with 2 of our home born, bred and trained
Morgans and are always continuing to learn what it
takes to be, at least, competitive.
As back yarders, we also need horses that are a
pleasure to use and safe to have around people who
are not used to horses, especially children. “The
Colonel” fit all those criteria and took us places we
never expected to go in the world of showing, while
being a true gentleman at home. He was our “once
in a lifetime” show horse, although his half-sister
Justice Sally Ann, who also won at Walnut Hill
remains my all-time favorite horse that we have
owned, in the years since our first horse was
purchased in 1975. She died a few years ago.
When we lost “The Colonel”, a close friend gave
me a 7 year old Morgan Gelding sired by our
horse’s full brother. That all happened 10 days
before I underwent back surgery (that has turned
out very well.) Recovery from surgery, combined
with the worst winter in 40 years kept me from
picking the horse up until May 5. I have always
been a “hands on” horse owner, doing my own
training, showing and even my own shoeing for
years until one of our sons became a professional
farrier almost 20 years ago. This new gelding is
totally untrained; having spent virtually all of his
first 4 years in his stall until he was gelded and has
still had no training since then. This was a very
generous act. My friend, who bought the horse 3
years ago, said he felt he had been more like a
Foster Parent and the horse needed a permanent
home with someone who could bring out his full
potential. Other Morgan friends have been
extremely kind and supportive as well. One couple
sent me a beautiful stone marker with the horse’s
name and the inscription which reads, “Too
memorable to ever be forgotten.” I will never forget
these generous acts of kindness as well.
I realized I would not have time to work regularly
with this new horse until August. For one of the few
times in my life, I decided to do the sensible thing
with a horse and I trailered the horse straight to
professional trainer Randy Bird, rather than even
bring him to our farm. This way I will pick him up
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late in August and he will be well started both
riding and driving. Randy hooked him to a cart,
without incident, before the end of May. I will then
be able spend the Fall getting to know him, while
driving and riding him at home.
It is not like losing a family member, but it is a very
significant personal loss for me. The Colonel was
born at our farm, lived and died here, shown only
by me, named after my father and was a
magnificent athlete that continued to amaze me. We
were a pretty good team. I stay in this hobby
because of the relationship with the animals, not the
ribbons and trophies. I take some consolation that I
was with him when he died and able to control the
pain, with medication, while waiting for the vet
before he was put down. He also ended well, in
terms of his show career, winning 3 Walnut Hill
plates less than 3 months before he died, with 7
other members of our family at Walnut Hill last
year, some for the first time, to see him compete.
If the new horse surprises us, and does not appear to
be a competitive show horse, I expect to buy a welltrained driving horse to show next year. From the
little I have seen him; he seems to have a nice
attitude, so he should be a nice horse to enjoy at
home. My mobility has improved considerably
since the surgery. Last year, on the Saturday at
Walnut Hill, in the Progressive Obstacles Class I
was only able, because of pain, to walk 3 of the 8
set of cones. To-day I would have no difficulty
doing that, and much more. We still managed to
win the class, but I did not drive as well as usual,
because I had not seen the angles of more than half
of the obstacles and was put off by not being able to
walk the course, so I took a longer route than I
would have under normal circumstances.
In January 2015, I will reduce my work
commitments to one third of what they have been
for 34 years. That should give me more time for
many things in my life, including horses. There are
no certainties, of course, but I fully expect to be
able to also take part in Pleasure Drives, Clinics etc
once I am working on a reduced work schedule. We
all know what happens to some of our best laid
plans. Someone once said “If you want to make
God laugh, tell him YOUR plans.” Time will tell.
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Hitching Wall
by Pat Wolfe

A young horse tied to my hitching wall.

Attached to the board from left to right are the haynet,
neck rope, quick release rope, left lead shank, and right
lead shank.

I do most of my training alone so I constructed a
strong hitching wall across the front of where two
rail fences meet. The wall is ten feet wide and six
feet tall. The wall is made of five 2ʺ x 10ʺ planks
fastened in the middle to a tree and to the rail fence
on either side. This makes a safe place for me to
work with my horses. When I tie a young horse to
this board I want to be sure he stays there. All
ropes in the picture above are tied directly to the
tree, not to the board.
I use the hay net to feed a young horse while I’m
introducing him to something new. Next is the neck
rope. I take the snap that’s at the end of the neck
rope up through his halter, around the neck, and clip
it back onto a ring that’s attached about 35 inches or
so up the neck rope. Using the neck rope prevents a
young horse from getting excited, pulling back, and
breaking the halter.

I’ve also used this board to teach a horse how to
stand tied for a period of time. A horse that won’t
stand tied is unsafe. He will try to lunge and pull
back and is impossible to safely attach to your
trailer during a show, and difficult to hitch. This
board is bomb-proof and after a few tries and
several half hour sessions attached, the horse will
realize he can’t release himself and he settles right
down. To be extra safe, I use the neck rope as well
as the lead shank rope which is also on my board.
Here’s how I do it. I take another rope made of soft
cotton. I circle the girth with this cotton rope and tie
a non-slip knot at one end of the rope, just behind
the front legs, so I now have only one tail on the
cotton rope. Next I take the wall lead shank, pass it
through the horse’s halter and attach it to the tail of
the cotton rope just under the horse’s chin. This
works wonders and is very safe for the horse.
The next rope on my board is a quick release rope
about eight feet long. I use it to release the tied
horse once I’m in the carriage and ready to drive
off.
As soon as I’m hitched, I tie a quick release knot on
the halter and put the loose end on my carriage.
Next I take the lead shank off the halter and get into
the carriage. Now the horse is only tied to the wall
with the quick release rope. When I’m ready, I give
the quick release rope a jerk; throw the rope on the
ground, and the horse is free from the wall.
The next two ropes are lead shanks tied short to
prevent the horse or horses from getting their feet
over the lead shanks. I have two lead shanks
because I’m often hitching the pair. When I’m
working with two horses, I tie one horse to the wall,
hitch it to the carriage and go back to the barn to get
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the second horse. When I return with the second
horse, I tie him to the wall and hitch him. Finally, I
attach the release rope to the horse opposite to the
direction that I will be turning when I leave the
hitching wall. Using a hitching wall is a very safe
place to introduce a young horse to new things, to
teach a horse to stand quietly for a period of time,
and to hitch a horse or a pair of horses when
working alone.

Tina Sully’s First FEI-level CDE
by Diana Trafford
Having competed in combined driving for more
than ten years, Tina moved up to the advanced level
in 2014. At the Southern Pines U.S. National
Singles Championship in North Carolina in April,
she placed a very respectable 7th driving her mare
Deer Park Phoenix, with Louise Fish navigating.
Her next competition was at the FEI level, at the
Bromont International Combined Driving Event in
June. In the single-horse division she faced stiff
competition from 2013 Canadian Advanced
Champion Catherine Levasseur.
Dressage on the first day was notable for very
strong winds and cold temperatures. The judges and
their scribes must have needed gloves and parkas,
not to mention fast reflexes to keep the papers from
flying. The horses no doubt appreciated the
temperatures, and generally performed well on the
beautiful grass ring.
In the FEI single-horse division, both mares became
very strong in hand during the difficult FEI test No.
9. Tina said, “In the second one-handed movement,
my 20 m circle left was okay, but Phoenix was so
strong in the 15 m circle right that follows
immediately that I was afraid we would knock the
ring down. I made the difficult decision to use both
hands to regain control.” Both Tina and Catherine
broke into canter during the extended trot – no lack
of impulsion there!
Comparing the differences between judges, you find
that 5 points separated the two competitors as
scored by the German judge, Klaus Christ, while
the Canadian judge Marsoe LaRose had them 2
points apart. The American judge Martha HanksNicholl saw things differently, and had Catherine
14.5 points in the lead. When the final marks were
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posted, Catherine was in the lead with 61.76 penalty
points, while Tina had 66.35.
Day 2 featured the marathon including 7 hazards for
the more advanced competitors. Tina was
determined to win the day, and she succeeded.
“Phoenix is very brave and she is improving all the
time. I was bit concerned about the small bank in
the water hazard, but the mare just flew through the
whole thing, and we won that obstacle.” They were
also ahead on the fourth, fifth and seventh hazards.
At the end of the day they had a marathon penalty
score of 77.64 just ahead of Catherine’s 77.80.

In the cones phase, the final outcome was in the
balance. Catherine’s combined score of 139.56 put
her in the lead. With a score of 143.99, Tina still
had a chance to come out on top.
But it was not to be. Catherine drove a fast course
with only 3 penalties for a ball down. Tina was less
fortunate, with problems at 4 spots plus time
penalties.
The final results gave Tina the blue ribbon, while
Catherine won the red, retaining the title of
Canadian Advanced Champion. “Catherine is a
great competitor,” said Tina, “and she deserved her
win.”
The next competition on Tina’s schedule is the Can
Am Challenge July 12-13 at Ferme Guillemette in
Bécancour, QC, where she will also be driving in
the FEI single-horse division.
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For several years, Tina has spent much of the winter
in North Carolina working with the legendary U.S.
team member and Olympian Bill Long. “Bill has
been everything to me from coach to mentor and
close friend. It has been a great privilege working
closely with him for the past few winters, and
schooling horses under his watchful eye.” But that
arrangement is now a closed chapter, says Tina
sadly, since Bill has made the decision to close his
barn although he will continue his teaching
activities on a smaller scale. Last winter, thanks to
help from a sponsor, she was able to take a series of
lessons with world champion singles driver
Thorsten Zarembowicz. “I’m so grateful to have
had this opportunity,” said Tina. “Those lessons
really polished my overall performance.
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Announcements
Welcome New Members…
Hilary Beaty / Larry Poirier
Carolyn Bredin-Pietsch
Vicki Cork
Carolann Elliot
Ginny and Lorne Kerr
Jacqueline & Ronald McMillan
David Sim

Long Sault
Perth
Simcoe
Ottawa
Merrickvale
Morrisburg
Kingston

Note that EOPDS has a Facebook page that
can be reached at:
https://www.facebook.com/EOPDS

Pakenham Horse Show
The Pakenham Horse Show is on August 16, 2014.
Please be sure to mark your calendar.
This is a fun local fair with many driving events
including Pleasure, Slalom, Senior, Ladies and even
Log Skidding if you want to try something
different!
For more information contact Janet Noyes-Brown at
613 253 3353 or janetnb@storm.ca

WEG 2018 COMES TO CANADA
Awarding of the 2018 World Equestrian Games
(WEG) to Bromont/Montréal on June 19, 2014 by
the Fédération Equestre Internationale (FEI) means
that the world’s largest horse sports event will take
place within easy travel distance of EOPDS
members. So mark your calendars, and plan to be
there as spectators or better still, as volunteers.
Competitions will include combined driving as well
as jumping, dressage, eventing, para-dressage,
reining, endurance and vaulting. Some 4,500
participants from 65 countries are expected to
contend for the honours before an estimated
500,000 spectators.
Roger Deslauriers, who largely masterminded the
successful bid, now has the challenge of making the
dream a reality. Since 1976, the Bromont Olympic
Equestrian Park has hosted a number of FEI
competitions every year in jumping, dressage,
eventing and combined driving. The facilities will
now be significantly upgraded for the 2018 WEG,
being held outside Europe for only the second time
since their inauguration in 1990 - the first time
being in 2010 in Lexington, Ky.
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Competion Corner:
Maxville Fair
by Karen Lamb
On Sunday, June 22nd Mickie Moir and I, with the
help of our capable grooms Pat Wakefield and
Carolann Elliott, attended the Maxville Fair with
our miniature horses, Teddy and Danny. The
schooling Carriage Driving Show for cones was
organized by Hilary Beaty of the St. Lazare
Carriage Driving Club. Hilary is also an EOPDS
member. We had a wonderful day. The venue is
great-lots of parking, warm-up area and a large
grass area for the competition. Someone ordered
great weather too-sunny with a nice breeze. For
those looking for the small luxuries too, there is a
building with multiple “flush toilets” and running
water close by.
The competition consisted of 6 cones classes.
Hurry Scurry (aka Pick Your Own Route),
Gamblers Chance, Digressive (aka Progressive),
Games, Town and Country Drive and Delivery. All
classes were timed and had various penalties for
improperly completing a course, knocking over a
cone or cantering. Hurry Scurry consisted of 10
pairs of cones set 30cm wider than the cart. Each
pair of cones had to be cleared once and only once
in whatever order the driver chose. In Gamblers
Chance the 10 pairs of cones where each assigned a
value from 10 to 50 points. Each driver was given a
set time to go through as many cones as possible
and to amass as many points as possible within the
given time. The Digressive class consisted of 6
pairs of cones that narrowed as you proceeded
through a numbered order. The clearance of the
first pair was 20 inches, the 2nd 16 inches, then 12,
8, 4 and 2 inches for the remainder. I can tell you
that to get through a pair of cones that are 2 inches
wider than your wheels requires skill and a lot of
luck. I rubbed the 6th pair slightly but the ball
stayed on the cone so I was safe. The Games class
was similar to Western games and consisted of
weaving through 6 cones in a slalom pattern,
followed by picking up a whip from a large
container and trotting to a second container and
placing it there, followed by circling a barrel and
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heading to the finish. Class 5 was Town and
Country Drive. This consisted of passing through a
number of obstacles that could be encountered on a
drive through town or country such as bales of hay,
fences, signs, trees, mail boxes, flowers and even a
scary plastic deer. In the final class, Delivery, we
had to stop and pick up a basket with a loaf of
bread, negotiate about 7 obstacles, drop off the
basket (still containing the bread and they didn`t
glue it in) and then back into a parking area, wait 5
seconds and go to the finish markers.
Mickie and I both had a great time and successful
day. Mickie got 5 second place ribbons, a third and
Reserve Champion. I finished with 5 firsts, a
second and the Championship. I hope next year
more EOPDS members will come and join us for a
really great day.
Many thanks to Hilary and her team of volunteers
for working so hard to organize a wonderful show.

SilverShoe Farm Classic
by Maney McNeil
Hurray for EOPDS. We were well represented at
the 7th annual carriage competition held at Nicole
Cable's Farm -- the Silver Shoe in Batavia New
York -- on Sunday June 22 3014. The facility is
beautiful, the day was perfect and we were made
very welcome.
Mary Mulligan cleaned up in the single pony
division, receiving first in reinsmanship, obtaining a
silver plate and earning the single pony
championship with her Welsh Cob, Beaverwoods
Shayman.
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Lynda Rivington, also in the single pony division
came home with ribbons. She was driving her
young Section A Welsh pony, Rivlyn Fitz William
(Liam).

Ian Mulligan and Maney McNeil accompanied the
competitors and provided invaluable help in their
usual manner!

Following the show awards were presented at a
delicious pig roast dinner cooked on the premise.
The following morning Nicole Cable was kind
enough to provide Mary and Lynda with private
lessons, which made the trip even more worthwhile.
We are definitely looking forward to the 8th annual
Silver Shoe Classic Carriage Show.
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Picture Pages

Lynda Rivington & Nicole Cable driving Liam

Nicole Cable Clinic

Linda Whitney

Phyllis Begg & Nicole Cable with Robbie

Val Everson and Tango
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Mary Mulligan & Nicole Cable driving Shayman

David Sim & Nicole Cable

Notice the stow away – Blossom!!!!

Samantha Guerin & Nicole Cable

Terry Olmstead & Nicole Cable
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Michelle Sparkes & Nicole Cable
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Jacqueline McMillan & Nicole Cable

Regina Loubier driving Obie

Bill Gardiner & Nicole Cable

After Bill Gardiner's cart seat broke; Ian Mulligan loaned
one of their carts and helped set it up. Way to go! Everyone
helps at EOPDS!!!!

Nicole Cable accessing Shannon MacKenzie’s pony
Ian Mulligan grounds keeper, groom, all round helper.
Thanks!
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Ferguson Forest Social Drive

Groom Hannah with Princess and Naja Davidson

Mary Hume getting Tinker ready for the drive
Naja Davidson & Princess

Mary Hume preparing to drive Tinker with Phyllis Begg
helping
Linda Whitney & Carolyn Bredin-Pietsch riding their
horses
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Sandy Beach

Barry Beach

Pat Wakefield after a long day at Maxville then to Ferguson
Forest

A tired Mickie Moir after a long day at Maxville and then
joining us for our get together at Ferguson Forest
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Silver Shoe Farm Classic

Lynda Rivington & Liam

Mary Mulligan & Shayman

Lynda Rivington & Liam and Mary Mulligan & Shayman

Mary Mulligan & Shayman
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EOPDS Calendar of Events 2014*
DATE

EVENT

LOCATION

CONTACT

July 19

EOPDS Social Drive 12pm

Crysler Park, Ontario

Maney McNeil 613-347-2541 /
maney@sympatico.ca

June 27-29

CAA Carriage Festival

Kentucky Horse Park, Lexington,
Kentucky

http://www.caaonline.com

July 5

Ottawa Valley Light Horse Association
Show

3790 Carp Rd., Carp, ON K0A 1L0

http://www.ovlha.com/show.html

June 29- July 4
July 6-11

CanDrive Driving Camp

House of the Friesians, Invermere,
British Columbia

Gerard & Caio Paagman 406-422 6151 or
gerard@paagman.nl infomation http://candrive.me/

July 12-13

OCDA 2 day Pleasure Driving Show

July 18-20
July 19 - July
20

Lorenzo Driving Competition
Riding in Style - Carriage Riding
Weekend

July 19-20

East Aurora Pleasure Driving Show

Chur Equestrian Center, East Aurora,
NY

Aug 6-10

Walnut Hill Farm Driving Competition

Pittsford, New York

Aug TBD

EOPDS Social Drive

Aug 16

Pakenham Horse Show

Pakenham, ON

Aug 24

OCDA HDT--Cones & Cross Country

Glen Cameron Farm, Limehouse, ON

Aug 30 - Sept 1

Horse Lovers' Weekend

Upper Canada Village, Morrisburg, ON

Sept 13

EOPDS Driving Skills Day

Mian Farm, Manotick, ON

Sept 17

Richmond Fair

Richmond,Ontario

Iron Horse Equestrian Complex, Milton,
ON
Cazenovia, New York
Upper Canada Village, Morrisburg, ON

Jeffery Kohler 705-733-8161
http://lorenzodriving.com/
1-800-437-2233 / 613-543-4328 /
getaway@parks.on.ca
http://www.eastauroradrivingsociety.org/
www.walnuthillfarm.org or 585-746-1080 or
WalnutHillFarmDC@aol.com
Phyllis Begg 613-489-3768 / pbegg@ripnet.com
Janet Noyes-Brown 613-253-3353 /
janetnb@storm.ca
Janis Promaine jpromaine@live.ca
1-800-437-2233 or 613-543-4328 or
getaway@parks.on.ca
Mary Mulligan 613-692-3296 /
mianfarm@xplornet.com
http://www.richmondfair.ca/ or 613-838-3420
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EOPDS Calendar of Events 2014*
DATE

EVENT

LOCATION

CONTACT

Sept 25-28
Oct TBD

Carp Fair
EOPDS Social Drive

www.carpfair.ca
Phyllis Begg 613-489-3768 / pbegg@ripnet.com

Oct 7-12

The National Drive and Ride

Carp, Ontario
TDB
Kentucky Horse Park, Lexington,
Kentucky

Oct TBD

Martin’s Fall Auction

Lebanon, Pennsylvania, USA

Nov 7-16
TBD

Royal Winter Fair
EOPDS Christmas Social

Toronto, Ontario

http://www.nationaldrive.net/
717-354-6671 or
http://www.martinauctioneers.com/
www.royalfair.org 416 263-3400

*EOPDS dates subject to change
OCDA: Ontario Carriage Driving Association
OVLHA: Ottawa Valley Light Horse Association
TBD: To Be Determined

TCCA: Tri-County Carriage Driving Association
SLCDC: St. Lazare Carriage Driving Club
TBA: To Be Announced

CAA: Carriage Association of America
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Classifieds
(Please note that classifieds will be kept in newsletter for
four issues or removed by seller if requested)

For Sale: 4-seater Ralli Car with curved shafts
made in 1885, in Montreal for a priest. Very good
condition, asking $4000. Fits horse from 15.2h to
17h. Contact Hilary Beaty, 613-932-1445, or
h.beaty1@gmail.com

For Sale: Cart Fits horse 14.2 to 16.2. .Harness
(good condition) for sale as well. Reason for selling
- driving horse now retired at 25 plus.

Training Available - I have decided to train minis
to drive check out my web site under the training
tab. Minis are a lot of fun to drive and you can
drive them all year round. 613-256-0631
http://www.patwolfefjords.com
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For Sale: Carriage Driving Equipment
- 2 Freedman Pony whips with leather
handles. Used only in shows and
professional clinics.
- Fleeceworks Brown surcingle Pad,
Australian Merino sheepskin pad.
Blankets:
- Rain proofed Quarter Sheet designed for
Driving Navy Blue with Burgundy Trim.
Lined in Red wool. Attaches to Driving
Saddle. Fits Large pony. Great in
Presentation Classes. New condition.
- White quilted cotton lining Fits under
Bucas Rainsheet. New Condition. Large
Pony Size.
Harness:
- Smucker’s Black Leather Buggy collar.
Size 19 Inches. Lightly used. Fits large
Pony.
- One Gig hames Brass fittings. Fits 19
inch patent leather collar. Large pony size
Bits:
- Gig Bit. Horse size 5” Straight Bar.
Never Used
- 1 Large/Medium Pony Gig Brass bit.
Straight bar 4 ¾ “Used at one show. New
Condition.
Miscellaneous:
- Dressage Hat Burgundy (Maroon)
Lady Size 7 5/8 Inside Brim measurement
is 56 cm. Sunbilt Hats 3X quality.
Comes with fitted rain hat. In new
condition.
- 1 set Dressage letters (12 Letters) Made
by Graphic s shop. Can be stapled to
Arena wall or posts. In good condition.
- 28 Silk Tree FEI Driving Cone Marker
Balls (Water Fillable) Very Lightly used.
- Black Double leather sleigh bell strap
with 20 Brass bells. 1 inch wide by 72
inches long. Made by Smuckers. In new
condition
- Blam Black Pessoa Surcingle Fits Large
pony. Lightly used
- 1 Stewart Oster Clipmaster Horse
clippers in excellent condition. Model
510A With own extension cord. Recently
Serviced

$40.00 and
$ 25.00
$43.95

$70.00

$ 40.00

$ 40.00

$100.00
$50.00
$40.00

$40.00

$25.00

$30.00
$60.00

$80.00

$250.00

Shipping will be extra if required. Contact: Margaret
Monnelly monnelly@magma.ca 613-825-3853
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For Sale: Miscellaneous Driving Items for sale
Whip, bamboo
$55.00
Whip, nylon
$25.00
Reins, show
$50.00
Reins, ground driving, two-tone
$60.00
Reins, sleigh
$50.00
Ideal Harness, 4 piece harness hooks
$20.00
Kicking strap, beta
$15.00
Slow Moving Target w/ velcro
$20.00
Carriage Axle Tie Downs, set of 2
$20.00
Chest pads, waffle finish, black (2)
$20.00 each
Overchecks, beta, black (2)
$10.00 each
Wagon wheel wrenches (2)
$5.00 each
Driving Bits:
Liverpool type, straight bar, 6”
$15.00
Liverpool type, ported, 6”
$15.00
Straight bar, 5.5”
$15.00
ESS Training Rein, never used
$30.00
-See website Jeff Morse, Green
Meads
Freedman Number Holder
$10.00
Freedman Spares Kit, never used
$550.00
Also many other stable and horse items for sale, ie. muck
rakes, ProChoice Ventech Elite SMB and Balistic over reach
boots all new, No Bow bandages all new, flymasks new, stable
sheets, blankets, leather halters, grooming items, buckets,
etc.etc.
Please call Carol Ann Mills at 613 874 1421 or email at
LostRiverFarm@gmail.com for complete list, additional
details and photos.

Wanted: Harness to fit a 15.2-15.3 hand horse.
In good condition but does not need to be show
quality. Please contact: Valerie Everson at: 613488-3066 or email: rockingh@magma.ca

Wanted: Black Leather Harness to fit a 14 hand
pony. Please contact Val 613-256-4324 or
wilkinson@storm.ca
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The EOPDS gratefully acknowledges the Ontario
Ministry of Health Promotion, through the Ontario
Equestrian Federation (OEF), for its financial
contribution to EOPDS.

Drive Ontario offers free advertising to all who are
members of Drive Ontario, which includes EOPDS
members. Contact
DriveOntarioClassifieds@xplornet.ca to post an ad
or view ads at www.driveontario.ca

Membership Notice: Participants in club events
must have a current membership. Send proof of
insurance with the signed renewal and waiver forms
(available at www.eopds.ca) Fees: Individual $30,
Family $40 to: Barry Beach, EOPDS Treasurer,
1894 March Road, Kanata, Ont. K2K 1X7; phone
613-839-2127
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EOPDS Contact:
Terry Olmstead, President
2950 County Road 20, Kemptville, ON K0G
1J0 EOPDSdrive@yahoo.com 613-258-1472
Phyllis Begg (VP):
Regina Loubier (Sec):
Barry Beach (Treas):

613-489-3768
613-258-4305
613-839-2127

Directors
Bill Gardiner
Wendy Huckabone
Margaret Monnelly
Jennifer Sigouin

613-835-9807
613-258-2961
613-825-3853
613-742-6715

Past President
Mary Mulligan

613-692-3296

Send items for the next newsletter by
September 25, 2014 to:
Note that EOPDS has a Facebook page that can
be reached at:
https://www.facebook.com/EOPDS

Wendy Huckabone
R.R. #1, 1001 Floyd Rd, Kemptville, ON K0G 1J0
Telephone: 613-258-2961 or email
wendy.huckabone@ripnet.com
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